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The Trail Interview

"People gotta

latch on to the
hip-hop."

IBy J.J. Coiquhoun, Eric Gislason,
Andy James and Eric Williams
KRS -ONE spoke to us in the rather palatial
lobby of Tacoma's Sheraton, in a small lobby
with a cozy fireplace and an incessant mellow
pianist playing smooth adaptations of Beatles
melodies. All the vemeers could not obscure
the fact that, a block away, the homeless were
already lining up at a mission for the night's

shelter.
KRS-ONE, born Kris Parker, could not
forget that, since he spent his early teenage years as a homeless runaway, living
in shelters and public libraries. But after
five records—including the new Sex and
Violence—with Boogie Down Productions, he became one of the preeminent
social voices of the rap music world. A
large, affable man—well over six foot
see KRS-ONE page 5

Call 1-800-562-6000 for financial aid
By Bruno Zalubil
News Editor

President

Zach Goldberg
Vice President

A bill that would increase state funded
fmancial aid for middle income college students has passed the Washington House of
Representatives andis scheduledtogo before
the State Senate for final approval this week.
Students from around the state are being
urged to voice their support through the tollfree Legislation Hotline at 1-800-562-6000.
House Bill 2729 was introduced by representalive Gray Locke (D, Seattle), the Chairman of the House Appropriations Committee, and representative Ken Jacobson (D,
Seattle), the Chairman of the House Higher
Education Committee, to provide greater access to higher education for students from
lower income families.
"I am deeply concerned that a college de-

gree will be available only to the wealthy
and the poor who qualify for financial
aid," said Jacobson. "These are hard economic times but we can't bankrupt families in this state who want to send their
children to college."
According to a House news release,
"The legislation would increase state
funded financial aid programs for low
income students but will also expand funding to students from families thateam less
that $49,000 a year."
President Phil Phibbs testified before
the committee in support of the bill Januaiy 22.
The bill will go before the Senate this
week.
Student support through the Hotline can
only strengthen the case.

Graduates may pick up tickets for commencement until March 13 in the Office of
Public Relations, at 1314 N. Alder.
Each graduate is allotted four tickets for the
ceremony. Any tickets that remain after March
13 will be distributed to students on the
waiting list, which presently contains almost
200 names.
The four-ticket limit for each graduate is
based on the 3500 seats available in the
Fieldhouse and the 875 students who are
eligible to participate in the ceremony. According to past experience, however, Director of Public Relations Greg Brewis expects
620 graduates to actually attend the commencement, making an additional 1,000 tickets available.
isrewis encourages all graauates to picK up
their tickets, whether they intend to participate in the ceremony or not. He would like to
see extra tickets distributed among students
themselves.
Graduates who miss the March 13 deadline
will no longer be guaranteed four tickets.
Their names will be placed at the bottom of
the waiting list. As of Wednesday, 326 students had picked up their tickets.
From March 16 to Mch 27, the remaining
tickets will be distributed to students on the
waiting list in the order that they have signed
up. If there are enough tickets, everyone on
the

ligt will rpt'piup at 1ct 1np AMitiin1

tickets will be distributed from the top of the
list again.
Graduate students will again participate in
the same ceremony as undergraduates. During the fall there had been some discussion
about separating the ceremonies to provide
additional seating, but this option was rejected after further consideration.
Seating will also be available in Thompson
Hall to view the ceremony live by closedcircuit television for those who do not have
tickets.
In the past, tickets were distributed according to how many each senior requested and
how many seats were available. As a result,
much uncertainty existed as to the number of
people each senior could invite to the ceremony.
Said Brewis of the new system, "It seems to
have helped a lot to keep people informed
about what the status is."

UPS vs. PLU: A presidential search comparison
By Karyle Kramer
Staff Writer

The University of Puget Sound is not the
only university in Tacoma that will have a
new President next year.
Pacific Lutheran University announced in
December that Loren Anderson will replace
16-year president William Rieke to become
the school's 12th president in 101 years.
Here at UPS, Phil Phibbs announced his
retirement last spring, but the search for his
successor is still in progress.
Yet, beyond the fact that both schools were
looking for new leaders, there is not much

more to compare. Rather, as an examinadon of the search process will show, it is
more of a contrast.
A committee, which was formed last
May, began the PLU search by sending
out400 letters to individuals in public and
private sector leadership positions. The
position was also advertised in the
Chronicle ofHigher Education.

By mid-October, the Search Committee
announced a total of97 applicants, stating
that while the committee recognized the
need for "recruitment of candidates that
provide diversity ofboth gender and eth-

nic background . . . a majority were white
males currently holding high level positions
in college and university administration or
faculty positions."
Frank Jennings, Chairman of the Search
Committee, estimated that less than 10 of the
97 applicants were women, and fewer than
five were racial minorities.
Then, the school invited its top three candidates to visit the campus. During the visit,
they attended informal receptions and meetings with alumni, local Lutheran pastors and
community leaders and met with adminisirasee PRESIDENT page 4
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WORLD
NEWS
Saudi King announces new
constitution
SAUDI ARABIA In a series of decrees
speeding modernization, King Fahd announced a Constitution that will begin to
decentralize power in the kingdom and
establish a Bill of Rights for the first time.
The centerpiece of the new program is the
creation of a Consultative Council that is
to confer with and advise the Cabinet and
propose and review laws. The 60 members of the new council are to be chosen
by the King within six months from among
Saudi citizens who advise the law-passing Cabinet. Members of the Saudi royal
family hold the most important positions.
The changes go beyond what was expected in significantly revising the way
the king is chosen and in establishing
guarantees of personal freedoms. Foreign
diplomats in Riyadh pointed out that the
system decreed by the King is not meant
to introduce Western-style democracy in
Saudi Arabia and that it leaves major
foreign and domestic policy decisions in
the hands of the King. Nevertheless, the
new system represents an enormous shift
for the traditionally conservative nation
and its ruling family, whose members
have held power since the country's founding in 1932. (The New York Times)
-

Japan fears call for trade
concessions after setbacks for

Bush
JAPAN The U.S. presidential battle is
stirringconcem in Japan that Washington
will step up pressure on Tokyo to make
significant economic concessions. In the
wake of Patrick Buchanan's strong showing against President Bush in the New
Hampshire Republican primary a senior
government official said: "It seems inevitable that the Bush administration will
become more demanding." Bush may be
forced to recast his stance on both domestic and external policies to win support
from conservatives in his party.
The most promising news for better
U.S .-Japan relations was on the democratic side, said a senior Ministry of International Trade and Industry official.
"Former Senator Paul Tsongas and Governor Bill Clinton of Arkansas refused to
stoop on Japan-bashing," the official said.
Separately, at Keidanren, a senior official
of the big business organization said he
was worried that middle-class Americans'
dissatisfaction with economic conditions
will step up pressure on Tokyo to make
-

economic concessions. (The Nikkei
Weekly)

Turnout in Bosnia signals
independence Serbs block all
routes into capital
-

YUGOSLAVIA A large turnout of
voters appeared to have guaranteed a victory for independence in a referendum in
the ethnically mixed republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina. Well over 60 percent of
the republic's 3.1 million eligible voters
cast ballots in favor of of independence,
according to unofficial results based of a
tally of 78 percent of the votes. The
republic's Serbs did not vote in the referendum. Meanwhile, as a result of the
referendum, gangs of masked and armed
Serbs set up barricades and blocked all
transportation routes leading into the Capital of Sarajevo. Later, television reports
said that the Serbian guerrillas had agreed
to lift the siege and that some of the
barriers were being dismantled. At the
same time, bursts of gunfire continued to
echo in areas surrounding Sarajevo, where
four people had been reported killed and
at least seven wounded in clashes near
barricades. (The New York Times)
-

Russia makes progress in
stabilizing ruble and has higher
hopes
RUSSIA Yegor Gaidar, minister of
fmance for Russia, said in an interview
that he expects the ruble to stabilize at a
rate ofSO to the dollar in the near future for
tourists and businesses. He would like to
use a minimum of government intervention to stabilize the ruble, thus government is "waiting in line" to sell hard
currency to meet its budget demands this
year, he said. The central bank asked the
government to wait so as not to cause the
dollar to plummet too quickly, Gaidar
said. "I am willing to bet you the ruble will
stabilize soon," he said. Jeffrey Sachs, the
Harvard professor now advising the
Yeltsin govemmentafteroverseeing similar reforms in Poland, agrees. "This is
market economics. To maintain it and go
further, you have to have discipline. But
what's happening now is supposed to happen," Sachs said. However, experts say
that the ruble's recent strengthening isn't
likely to last because the economy's basic
problems haven't been corrected. Production in the industries is expected to decline
as much as 50 percent in the next few
months due to the imminent bankruptcy
of many enterprises formerly subsidized
-

Compaign Update
Health care is a hot issue
in Washington caucus
tIBy Matthias Dezes
Staff Writer
Health care is the second most discussed
issue in this year's presidential campaign
after the recession. One day before the
Washington caucus Governor Booth
Gardnerhadpushedthehealth issue heavily.
He started a radio campaign in which he
urged citizens to to ask their lawmakers for
substantive health reform now. Many analysts considered Gardner's efforts as a litmus test on the health issue for the Presidential race.
Had this already been a vote for a certain
candidate? For Bob Kerrey, for instance?
The Senator of Nebraska has made a national health insurance his main issue. But
until the caucuses ended their sessions,
Gardner had not spoken out for a certain
candidate.
Health care seems to be an extremly important issue to Washington citizens: the
state is working on its own health plan.
Gardner had called upon the voters to consider every candidate's opinions about
health care. Therefore, it was not surprising that he had turned to speak on this issue
again.
President Bush recently declared that he
is aware of the problem, but he sees no
reason to back away from the current, privately organized health system. His health
plan, which is currently under negotiation
in Congress, provides some economy mea-

-

sures to cut the costs and financial support
for those who cannot afford the dues for
health care. But the U.S. health system will
remain privately organized.
In the Democratic camp, the candidates
favormore state intervention. Paul Tsongas'
health plan would require employers to
provide insurance to full-time workers and
pay six to eight percent of the wages into a
fund for part-time and the uninsured withoutjobs. He would retain Medicare for the
elderly but only the nursing home benefits
of Medicaid for the poor.
The most elaborate health program is
promoted by Kerrey. He proposes a national health insurance that would be designed to provide basic coverage for everyone. It would be fmanced largely by a five
percent payroll tax one percent paid by
the workers and four percent by the employers.

,
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Feb. 26 8:20 n.m.

A Plant Department supervisor reported a large hole in the
basement wall of Harrington Hall.

Feb. 28 8:00 a.m.

A University neighbor reported a large hole cut in the fence
south of the Fieldhouse parking lot.

Feb. 29 3:32 a.m.

Several students were contacted on Union Avenue and near
Todd Hall for lighting off suspected firecrackers.

Feb. 29 1 1:21 p.m.

A Union Avenue resident was observed causing damage to the
lawn with a vehicle near North 14th and Union Ave.

Mar. 1 2:49 a.m.

Two students were contacted by Security Staffafter they were
observed suspiciously entering an unlocked vehicle on North
Lawrence St. The students claimed they were looking for
matches to light a cigarette.

Mar. 1

12:54 p.m.

A fraternity-owned stereo cassette deck was reported stolen
from the house living room. The cabinet normally used to
secure the equipment was apparently left unlocked.

Mar. 2

1 1:35 a.m.

A student reported that his motorcycle was moved from the
parking lot near New Hall to North Lawrence St. It is
suspected the motorcycle was rolled down the hill.
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Calleo says deficit cause, effect of economic woes
EJBy David Franzen
Staff Writer
Thisbeing anelection year, polifical rhetonc has pushed economic issues into the
spotlight. From George Bush's crusade for
open markets, to Paul Tsongas's pamphlet,
A Call toEconomicAr,ns, to Pat Buchanan's
ultra-conservative, isolationistjingoism the
hot economic topic has been America's
economic future, principally her competitiveness in a global economy.
Taking a much more academic approach
to economic issues, David Calleo, noted
international authority on U.S .-European
political relations and visiting scholar, spoke
Wednesday night about, "The Bankrupting
of America: How the Federal Deficit Impoverishes the Nation." TheTrail interviewed Calleo before his speech, which
was delivered at press-time.
Calleo believes that the federal deficit is
part of a "long chain of cause and effect,"
that is dragging the U.S. economy down.
"We now have a budget deficit that has
become sort of self-propelled in the sense
that the interest charges are so large that
we're borrowing money just to pay the
interest, that guarantees a growing budget
deficit. That means we will get progressively weaker," said Calleo.
As far as the decline of the U.S. however,
Calleo downplays competition from other
countries.
"Decline is first and foremost a relative
term. We have certainly declined relative to
our own allies, for example, since 1945.
And that's not a result of a failure, it is an
result of a success. We wanted Europe and
Japan to recover. Well, they've recovered,
and, inevitably, they are in a stronger position relative to us than they were before,"
said Calleo.

Calleo calls this a relative decline in the
power ofAmerica, due to the changing geopolitical natureofthe world. More ominous
is that a real decline has occurred.
"To use a sort of organic metaphor, you
weaken the springs of your own vitality as
an economy oras a nation because you have
overextended yourselfor because you have
developed a perennial tendency toward inflation or something that really harms you,"
said Calico.
According to Calleo inflation is part of
the, "chain of cause and effect."
"One way that you try to deal with deficits, and that we certainly have (tried), is
with inflation. The problem with inflation is
that to work it has to accelerate."
Calleo explains that eventually inflation
gets out of hand, and Federal reserve (or a
central bank, as inEuropean countries) steps
in to arrest inflation by imposing higher
interest rates. This is called "the British
disease," the symptoms of which are periods of some inflation followed by, "rather
savage periods of tight money."
"We have seen this recently in our own
country during the 1970s and 1980s," said
Calleo.
The next link in the chain, according to
Calleo is a loss of stability in prices, particularly the price of money; that is, fluctuating
interest and exchange rates. These fluctuations make long-term investments difficult,
because long-term predictions are impossible due to the fluctuating price of money.
"In a market economy this tends to provoke a kind of casino capitalism; it's easier
to speculate than it is to make a reasonable
long-term investments. And it also produces economic blocks, tariffs, cartels, all
those kinds of things that try to stabilize the
economy artificially. Markets just can'twork

Perenniawl
Excellence at the University of Puget Sound

Summer Session at Puget Sound enables you to enrich your education by
finally enrolling in that special course; stay on track for graduation by taking
one or two courses; devote yourselfto an especially difficult course without
the distractions of a full academic schedule; attend school while workingclasses are offered in six-week blocks of time with some scheduled in the
evening. Early registration for Summer Session opens April 13, 1992.

very well because the signals
that usually come through markets are being distorted all the
time because money itself is unstable," said Calleo.
Not only is instability harmful
to the real health and long-term
growth of the U.S. economy, it
has international implication as
well.
"One of the powerful incentives for the Europeans in developing their monetary union is
that the dollar has been so unstable over the last lOor 15 years.
Itis really imparative for them to
stabilize the rate amongst themselves, since they trade so much
with each other," said Calico.
The absolute beginning of this
"chain of cause and effect," is
notnecessarily thedeficit. Calleo
also sees the roots of America's
economic woes lying in the tremendous military commitment
the U.S. made during the cold
war.
"Compared to European countries— like
France and Germany— we don't have a
very well developed welfare-state ... we as
a society, do without a lot of the things that
thepublic sectors in other states provide for
their citizens. But the problem is not that
our civilian spending is so high, butthat we
have a much heavier military burden than
most of those societies," said Calleo.
According to Calico, the nation's political system is also partially to blame for the
decline of the U.S. More specifically, the
current system is not capable of making of
long-term decisions and creating consistent, long-term programs and policies that
areneeded—'-whateverthoseparticularpmgrams may be— to heal our economy.
"We don't have a consensus, politically
about, for example, what the role of the
state, public and private sectors, should be
in the American political economy. And
we don't have within the state or public
sector a consensus between what you could
call guns and butter; between defence
spending and civilian spending," said
Calleo.
As far as solutions to the problems plaguing the U.S. economy, Calico suggests
making reforms in government, defense,
taxation and spending, efficiency and the
values of the public. However, Calleo warns
against the promises of a quick fix.

"It took a long time to get into this situation, and it is not anything that there is a
wonderful gimicky cure for," said Calico.
"Both the President and Congress claim
they're not responsible for policies, and
both of them have a point. The challenge is
how to make the political system more
capable ofconsistent policies than we have
in the past, but it's bound up in this budget
business, it is, after all, the the inability to
make new priorities."
Military spending is one area where Calico
believes new priorities need to be made.
According to Calleo, spending on defence
should be cut, but those cuts must reflect a
change in the global military role of the
U.S ., otherwise the country risks not being
able to live up to our commitments.
"Yes, we ought to cut military spending— there is a peace dividend— but that
requires a major re-thinking of what we do
in the world... We certainly can be more
creative about sharing power... The world
in a sense has grown more plural, we should
try to take advantage of that by trying to get
other people to share our burdens of world
management," said Calico.
Similarly,Calleo believes we should raise
taxes, but such a raise needs to be backed up
by demonstrable increases in the public
goods provided. Calleo compares American taxes to German taxes. The former are
see CALLEO page 5

Summer Session 1992 Features
/ Courses in all disciplines.
,f

Courses in all Core areas.

/ Courses which meet prerequisites for classes offered next year.
/ Outstanding Puget Sound faculty.
VI

Twenty-five l)eIcent tuition reduction.

/ Work-study l)Ieference given to Puget Sound students enrolled in
Summer Session.

Tuition
Tuition is charged on a per unit basis in the Summer Session. For
Sunuier 1992, tuition is $1190 for one unit, $2380 for 2.0 units, and
$2975 for 2.5 or 3.0 units. A unit is equivalent to 6 quailer hours or 1
semester hours of credit.

A representative of Gonzaga University
School of Law will be in the Student
Union, between 1 1 a.m. and 2 p.m. on
Tuesday, March 10, to visit with students
interested in attending law school. Please
plan to stop by her table for information
and to ask questions.

Admission
Students who are not matriculated at the University in a degree-granting
program may nonetheless register for Summer Session classes.

Registration
Students may register in advance by mail or up until the first aay of any
class. Early registration for Summer Session opens April 13, 1992.

GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
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non officers, faculty and student representatives.
In opposition to this format, UPS, whose
search committee started meeting in October, is still reviewing applications on an
incoming basis.
According to Denee Perry, one of the two
students serving on the liPS Search Committee, the position was publicized in publications for higher education, including
ones specifically for women and minorities.
Lowry Wyatt, Chairman of the Search
Committee; who has also been Chairman
of the Board of Trustees for the last eight of
his 25 years on the board, estimated that
over 200 applications have been received
so far.
Wyatt added that the committee has no
concrete figures to hint at the total diversity
of the applicants.
"We have a lot of both (women and racial
minorities)," said Wyatt, noting that there
is no way for the committee to know the
exact numbers because it is illegal to ask
the candidate's race on the application.
Perry siressed the chance for the campus
community to be involved with the process. An open forum was held in the fall to
allow students, faculty and staff to voice
what they believed were important characteristics for the next president. Although
the number of students attending the forum
was low, Perry said the ones present had a
lot to say.
However, unlike the Lute process, Puget
Sound students have no specific information about the search.

ostensibly lower, but CaMeo claims that
when German transfer payments are taken
intoaccounttax levels are roughlythe same.
"There is a limit to how much you can
reasonably expect to raise taxes ifyou don't
give something back," said Calleo.
Health care in the United S tates is Calleo's
primary example ofinefficiency in the U.S.
economy. He points out that, asan economy,
theU.S. spends abouthalf-again as much as
European countries. Calico, however, offersno specific solutions to efficiency problems, saying that they are extremely cornplex, "as we discover as weattemptto think
ofnew ways torun the health care system."
Finally Calleo believes that Americaboth the public and private sectors— need
acknowledge its economic condition and
"think more in the long-term."
"We probably need a public that is willing
to make sacrifices for the sake of a longterm economy. If we don't do that then we
just get poorer. As indeed we have been,"
said Calleo.
Calleo is Dean Acheson Professor and
Director of European Studies at the Johns
Hopkins University School for Advanced
International Studies in Washington, D.C.
The author of many books and articles,
Calleo's latest book is entitled The Bankrupting of America.

At UPS, "All of our candidates' names
have been kept confidential," said Perry.
Students and faculty will not be able to
meet the new president before he is given
the job.
She explaind that at PLU, five months
before he ,iS' in office, some are already
displeased with Anderson.
"And that's exactly why we don't release
the names of our candidates," she said.
"(That would) give the person hired as
president a group bf constituents already
against him or her."
She said the second reason for confidentiality is because some candidates may not
want their current employer knowing that
they are pursuing another job.
While PLU has already selected its next
president, the UPS Search Committee is
still accepting applications and, according
to Perry, hoping qualified candidates will
continue to apply.
The committee has "encouraged all farulty, administration, professors, and students to nominate who they thought would
be a good candidate for presidency."
Presently, Perry said that the committee
is "still narrowing the field."
"We did not set a deadline on purpose,"
she said. "It takes a while for the word to
get out and we didn't want to discourage
qualified candidates from applying because
of a deadline date."
"The deadline will be when we decide on
a winning application," Wyatt said.
After reviewing all of the applications,
the committee will interview those it feels
are qualified. Eventually it will recommend one to three candidates to the Board
of Trustees, which will make the final.
selection.

Kim Bradford, assistant news editor of
The Mast, contributed to this report.

UBy Bruno Zalubil
News Editor
After an election in which over a thousand
students cast ballots, Zach Goldberg was
elected as the new student beds' president
and Mike McManamna was voted into the
Vice-President's office.
"It was a good turnout," said the outgoing
ASUPS President Herman Westreich of the
1021 votes that were cast Tuesday. "By
having 35% of the campus turnout," said
Eric Koazelman, the lame-duck ASUPS
Vice President, "it is a very positive sign. A
wide cross-section of the campus was represeined."
Goldberg garnered 667 votes, almost doubling his opponent's total. Portland Reed
took 338 votes. "It makes me led good,"
said Goldberg after a two-week election
campaign. "I'm excited to finally know
what lain going to be doing for the next year
of my life."
The VP race was a bit closer, but
MeManamna, who tallied 61 votes less than
Karl Zener in the primary elections, took
485 in the general elections to win the office
by 38 votes.
The new representatives will travel to
Ocean Shores this weekend to begin plan-

e upcoming year. lacy wilt DCmugbrW
gin moving into their offices after Spring
Break.
In the Primaries last Thursday, 809 votes
were castas the Vice-Presidentand Sophomore Class Senator positions were reduced
to two candidates for the gcnrnl elections
The VP race had four candidates for the
primaries, but Jeffrey Maudsicy and A.
Damon were eliminated by Zener's 290
votes and MeManamna's 229.
During the gcncai elections, only six
ballots A crc inval clated under the new systern where the student's Imusing and grade
situation were marked on the ballot. If part
of the ballot was invalid,then only that part
of the vte was disregarded.
"1 think the format was a lot better." said
Kouzebrian "Not all of the ballots had to be
invalidated.'
As for his tenure as president, Goldberg
plans to open communication channels, especially for the new University President
who should be named this semester.
"By the time I meet him, I want a specific
student agenda," said Goldberg. "I want to
be able to say; 'this is where we are coming
from and these are our needs.' There should
be a clean channel of communication."
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Showcase presents

Mel Coo/eys
Friday, March 6, 8 pm,
Jacobson Recital Hall,
$7.50 w/ASB '$10 without

The Puget Sound Trail

KRS NE

A quick conversation with The Trail
KRS-ONE from page 1
four—KRS-ONE was open and friendly
during a conversation that lasted nearly
forty minutes. That evening, he spoke in
Kilworth Chapel and delivered a message
similar to what he told us.
What are you going to be talking about
tonight?

Tonight we're going to be talking about
common
sense. That's the theme: common
What happens when five popular, multisense.
And
we will separate memory from
talented performers find that they're
intellect,
and
we'll separate civilization
fmally in a position to work together?
from
technology.
And: what is a human
You get the brand new group Mel
being? We'll strip down the labels and get
Cooleys, a Seattle-based quintet made
right down to intellect, straight-out sciup of some of the best musicians the
ence. I can't really tell you—the only way
Pacific Northwest has to offer. Performto really know is, you'll have to come. It's
ers include former members of Uncle
Bonsai, Ranch Romance, and We Three. an application of intelligence. They'll be
charged by the end of the night, just to
And what does Mel Cooleys sound like?
think. How long will it last? I don't
Good question! Let's just say that they
know, but at that moment they've
range from five part harmony to guitar,
, really gona think. That's what the
mandolin and bass. But mostly, they
lecture's about it's not really a topic,
sound like Mel Cooley... all new songs,
it's an activity.
all new original sound.
What sorts of things did you read
Showcase presents
when you were young? You said that
when you were a runaway you spent
a lot of time in the public libraries.
Several books—but they were all
my mother's books. Yoga, Hantha
Yoga, Karma Yoga, Karmahantha
Yoga, blah blab blab, and I would
read upon all ofthosejust trying to be
like Mom. I took a liking to the sciMonday, March 9
ence of metaphysics—the science of
noon, Rotunda, Free
actually knowing what is real and
Venus Envy is a wacky, zany, topical,
what'snotreal. That's what intruiged
feminist, funky, outrageous, silly,
me at an early ageand stayed with me
original, fun-loving female foursome.
even until now.
Sound interesting? Then come hear
That was readingwise until dirthem in the Rotunda.
teen—when I left, I wasn't reading
Cultural Events presents
history books, I was reading about,
like, how to build a car, you know,
and I went through an education in
that way. I always needed to know
how things ticked, so I would read up
on how it ticked, like I wanted to
Tuesday,
know
how you made a tunnel—how
March 10,
do you get a tunnel and all these cars
in it, and I would know.
SUB I
Now, ifyou read with no memory at
all, say you read "To be or not to be;
$5w/ASB
.'
that is the question." Ifyou read state$9w/o
ments
like that and you ask "Damn,
Louis Beilson, wlioni liIUIC c.i i[LF
where'd
he get that from? Who was
Leonard Feather calls "one of jazz
saying
this
before his time?" and
history's most phenomenal drummers,"
"Where
did
Aristotle study? Who
will perform with the UPS Jazz Enwere
his
mentors?"
You know, you
semble directed by Hal Sherman, in
dig
into
these
people's
histories, you
what promises to be a concert that you
come
up
with
all
kinds
of crap. Now
won't forget. "Not only is Louie Belison
I
was
reading
from
that
kind of point of
the world's greatest drummer," said
view—so
I
would
read
the
Shakespeares,
Edward Kennedy "Duke" Ellington, "he
the
Aristotles,
I
wasn't
looking
at it like
is the world's greatest musician." The
"Oh
wow,
he's
the
greatest
guy
in the
University Jazz Ensemble is a proven
world."
I
just
was
reading
because
it was
crowd-pleaser in its own right, and their
raining
outside
and
you'd
go
into
the
lico-billing will be a great night of jazz.
brary to read.
Lectures presents
So I'djustread all kinds ofthings andjust
apply intellect to it—if I read a car book, I
would say: "Why aren't there any African
Thursday, March 12,8 pm, cars?" That's just the way I think. Why
aren't there any African cars? You've got
Great Hall, Free
German, you've got French, American,
Last year Nadine Strossen was elected
Japanese—every
nation has cars. Why
the first female president of the Ameridoesn't
Africa
have
cars? Then you've got
can Civil Liberties Union. As a professor
to
get
into
the
economics—well,
the more
of constitutional law at Columbia and
you dig, the more you find (laughs).
NYU Law Schools, Strossen has been a
UPS is a predominantly white school,
defender of your civil rights, and the
and a big buzzword has been diversity.
possible encroachment on personal
Whatdoyou thinkit' sgoing to take to bring
freedom by the Supreme Court. Prediversity to UPS?
sented in support of National Women's
Don't you love that word? Right after
Month.
"diversity" always comes
AND IF YOU WANT TO BE MORE THAN A
"multiculturalism."
SPECTATOR, ALL STUDENTS ARE
That's a national issue. All universities
WELCOME TO JOIN ASUPS PROGRAMS
COMMI1TEES. COME BY SUB 204, OR
that I go to—I've been to about 106—and
CONTACT ASUPS!
every one I go to, black people are like 10

percent—no, no, no, 5 percent, 2 percent.
Nationally. It's notjust here—I've been to

a school that had 6,000 students, and 81
black students.
Yeah, we've got about 2,700 and! think
we have 32 black students.
Yeah, but 2,700—oh, now that is kinth
wack (laughter). When you do the math on
that...
But, to answer your question, I think it's
a national thing. Andit stems from, nobody
wants to go to school. Blackpeople are into
this thing where they gottalike what they're
doing. But that's a specific problem with
black people, so, for me to work with you,
I gotta like you. For me to feel comfortable
around you I gotta like you. Whereas with
what's going on in hardcore capitalismfuck "like!" I could do business with you
all thy and hate your guts—you know, the

In Concert —
Louis Beflson

Na&ne Strossen

...

Abbott and Costello relationship: "I hate
the slat out of you, but together we can get
paid." Black people haven't come to that
conclusion yet. You have to give them
something that they like. And nothing's
being taught in the university system that
they would like. It seems to me to be like
that.
Actually, tell you the truth, there should
be a law passed that all recording artists
should be able to teach a class for a month,
and get paid for the expenses and so on, but
teach a class somewhere. And with all
performers, if you set up a system where,
every month, every school has an educator,
teaching social studies or teaching something else. There's just nothing here for
black people that like fashion and get up,
go, hip-hop—school is like, "what?" Please,
that's just so far away. You've gotta make
money, you've gotta eat, you've gotta live.
You can't wait for the government to say
"Okay: you're approved." You're out there
now—it's like right now, I've gotta eat, or
I've gotta get this application. It's not a
choice.
At the same time I think you would agree

Page 5
thatyourmusic is trying to help black people
move towards a desirefor education.

Actually, I've been trying, diligently, to
move humanity as a whole. The H.E.A.L
project sums it up: human education against
lies. That's the concept educating humanity. Christopher Columbus didn't discover
America. As a matter of fact, even Captain
Puget, Puget Sound—he came here and
killed motherfuckers, called it his soundthis is his part of the land. That kind of
education isfucked up—you know, when
you're standing here saying "America's
great, I'm an American, I'vejust gotta eat,
live, and survive, that's it for my life." No.
The average human being wants to move
forward, get things, debate, move forward.
There's nothing for the black community.
There's nothing even for the new white kids
that are niggers. There's a new breed of
nigger and it's the white kids. The 1992
nigger.
Explain that a littlefurther.
70 percent of N.W.A.'s audience. Start
there. Now, let's move forward: number
one, black people call themselves niggers
like. . . "nigger" means"man." It's been
woven into our genes. Being called
that for so long, you call.yourself that.
Now, if you've changed the structure
of a word based on your own perception of that word, you've changed the
word. Ifyourun around saying "nigger
nigger nigger"—if other people are on
your level, the majority rules.
I think that most white kids nowadays, growing up around black kids,
growing up in the ghetto—white
peoplearen'tnch either! Everybody's
working for that check.
The majority of people on welfare
are white.
That's right! People are struggling.
Theirkids are struggling. So they gotta
latch on to the hip-hop. They've gotta
hearNaughty by Nature, they've gotta
hear BDP, "I gotta hear this, this is my
only salvation. This defines me." And
they ain't going to Hammer, they ain't
going to all this other bullshit.
But there's an audience of kids also
that go to college, make up the majorit)T college market, got a little money,
gotenough to buy a tape at the end of
the week. And they're into thatthey'll buy N.W.A., Nirvana,
Metallica, P.E. [Public Enemy]. Those
are the four—they'll buy those four
albums, they're like "I've got the collection." And when they talk to each
other now, because music plays
your psyche, and when you're list
ing to that music, I guarantee
you'll represent that attitude.
But, then again, like I was saying, 7()
perccntoftheir [N.W.A.'s] audience--no, make it 100 percent of their audi ence listens to it for sex and violence, actually. Most of the white kids that can afford
to buy tapes buy it for that reason. Black
people don't buy music. Sorry—we dub
tapes. Due to that, this is how we lost out on
vinyl. Causenowrap is onCD's and tapesbulishit. I mean, how can you shut vinyl
down—I mean rap music is two turntables
and a mixer, you need the record that goes
zigga zigga zigga zig-ga. They cut the
fucking vinyl out—that's like a direct disrespect. And that's based on the fact that
artists that got there never ensured that we
would have our tools to create our music.
Were you at the Grammys?
Yes I was.
What do you think about the mainstream
groups coming out that, like, was it Jazzy
Jeffthat got the award again? And some of
these group that aren' t getting the awards
like they deserve?
I can't speak for the other groups, but what
I will say, for myself, is that I already have
the awards that I want, and that's the respect
of the people. That's the only thing I'm
working for. The Grainmys are cool, you go
and chill out, I was there with R.E.M., we
see KRS-ONE page 6
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KRS-ONE from page 5
shared every time they won an award, we
were all happy, you know ... but when it
comes down to it, it's the people's respect
you've gotta have. And that's how we artists can hang out together—artists that have
the respectofthe people hang out with each
other. Artists that have the respect of cornmercial America—in other words, distribution chains and record companies and
magazines and so on—people who have
that respect, they hang out on that level.
Theres two levels to the music business, so
the Grammys are not our level.
Actually, if you ever hear of KRS-ONE
ever getting a Grammy, record the show,
cause I'm gonna throw it on the floor.
There'll be a time when they're gonna give
me a Grammy. There'll be a time; I'll be
here for years. I'll be around for years and
years and years. But if you see me up there
at the Grammy Awards, American Music
Awards, something like that—that shit's
going on the floor. I'll just start the new
trend, start it right there—barn!
What about "reality used to be afriend of
mine?" (much laughter, JJ.'s failure to
evoke a reactionfrom the imaplacableKRSone regarding P.M. Dawn)
Reality is a friend of mine. Reality is a
very good friend of mine.
What about all the lawsuits about sampling, is it making it hard for you to put an
album together?
No. No. I just ignore that shit... 'cause
when recording artists do an album, you
sample the shit and send them the money.
Most of these people have been washed up
for twenty years or more, most of these
people are fucked up, and will take whatever money you can give them.
Let me ask you a question, though, let me
pose a question to you all. If I beat you
[points to Eric Gislason] up right now, take
your glasses, crush 'em, and AAAHGH,
just because... no,! won't even hit you that
hard..
I'll just take a raincheck...
Let me just put it to you in this terminology: you just did a dance, right? You just
did a dance and everybody in the room
starts jumpin' and sayin' "oh, shit, this is
dope!" And you started dancin' again, and
this guy [points to Eric Williams] pops up
and says, "you all gotta get that hat. If you
all wanna see it again, you all gotta kick up
that dough. "And everybody says "oh, that
shit is dope!", they pay, and he's dancin'.
Now I come along and I see you making
money in the lobby of this hotel, right here.
People saying, "oh that shit is dope!" and
you could be doin' this every day. And I
look at you and check you out and say o.k.,
ummhum, glasses, sweatshirt, jeans, o.k.
I could put the same slit on and I go on
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records andl'm raw. Andyou fuckin' die or
whatever (much laughter) ... And your kids
grow up and listen torap music. Now, if one
ofyourkids comes and samples the records
that I stole from you, how is that illogical?
How can you put a law on that?
What kind ofmusic do you listen to?
I listen to this. [He points tothe lounge
pianist who has been playing offensively
throughout the entire interview] . Another
thing I've been thinkin' about, how do they
know thateverybody wanna hear this? This
stuffassaults my ears. That makes me wonder: how do they know everybody wants to
hear this? If they were to poll everybody
coming in here it would be a mix of reggae,
rap, and rock ... iling, bling, bling that's all
this is.
To answer the question, though, I listen to
reggae and rap only. My girlfriend,
Simone,... actually, you all knew that
Melody and I divorced, right?
No. No, we didn' t know that. (The Trail is
dumbfounded!)
Print that shit. Print that shit!
Are wefirst to get the scoop on that?
No, I don't know—I've never seen it
printed in rap pages.
Would it be in the Source?
It might be in the Source. I'm on the cover
ofthis month's Source. I'm holding a9 mm
and a flower. [He laughs.]
But you listen to rap and reggae only.
Only. But my girlfriend listens to all that
bulishit. I call it gling-gling music. Gling
gling gling gling da da do. No that's glinggling shit, the stuff that comes on the radio.
What about when you're gettin' in a romantic mood, you know, and you wanna...
I listen to hip hop [more laughter].
What do you thinkofsome ofthe local rap
groups, like Sir Mix-a-lot?
Who?
Sir Mix-a-Lot, you ever heard of him?
No, wait a minute. I heard of Sir-Mix-aLotbut, he's platinum man ... He's not even
in the realm of where hip-hop is. You see,
hip-hop is rap, graffiti, break-dancin', fashion, culture, life. Standin' on the corner
with a9 in your waist. Knowin' everyone in
a ten block radius. You got mad juice; that's
hip-hop.
This othershit, Idon'tknow what the fuck
that is. I don't know maybe he's heavy,
maybe he's large. But rap started in the
South Bronx. Outside, hip-hop, zigga zigga
zigga. Out there. I'm still at those parts. But
how rap originated, that's where I still hang
out. So, I don't know what the rest of these
people are doin'.
You still call New York home, do you?
Actually, Africa is home to me but due to
the slave trade you know—I gotta live in
New York.

-
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Backlash exposes brutal attack
EIBy Maria Kolby
Contributing Editor

SusanFaludi,Pulitzer-Prize winmng journalistand writer fortheWall Sireet Journal,
has come out with a book that every person
who's ever heard of feminism should read.
It's name is Backlash, and with a sharply
researched journalism that surely won her
the Pulitzer, Faludi begins to tear down the
myths about the American career woman
that have flourished in the last ten years or
so. Myths like "a man shortage [is] endangering women's opportunities for marriage"
and "an infertility epidemic [is] striking
professional women who postpone
childbearing." She takes on the increasingly common assumption that women cannot have careerand family at the same time,
as well as the people of both genders who
blame the the problems of the "mommy
track" on the femininst movement. She is
devestatingly thorough. And whether you
are a feminist or not, Faludi's book will
convince you that feminism is not what's
wrong with the American way or the Amencan family.
Of course, if you do believe in women's
rights, this book will make you absolutely
furious. Faludi crisply describes the facts
and the personal experiences of women
whose lives have been turned upside down
by a working world and a society that
refuses to change itself to accomodate their
lives as women while avoiding sentimentality. And she manages to avoid ranting
hysterics, even when discussing instances
like those of eleven women at a chemical
plant whose economic situations forced
them to comply when their company or dered them to get sterilized on lose their
jobs. Yet while Faludi may write concisely, the indignant fury she feels that

feminism and not chauvinism would be
blamed for difficulties that women have
had in the working place never disappears.
She keeps her anger securely grounded in
evidence and has written a book that mixes
the anger with fact into a persuasive argument supporting the idea that a fear-laden,
hypocritical, and ultimately ignorant backlash is occurring against educated woiting
women in a variety of American institutions and structures.
Surprisingly enough, Faludi's biggest
complaint is not with the Anti-choice or the
Right-Wing, anti-Equal Rights
Ammendment folks like Phyllis Schaffly
(although she does take them to task). And
while it is obvious from the beginning that
she is not enamoured of Ronald Reagan,
she actually blames much of the problem
on the "liberal" media, citing poorly researchedjournalism, Hollywood, and television programming for the misconception
that feminism has driven women from the
home, where they would be happier and
calmer, than ifthey continued to live in both
the career world and the domestic sphere.
For instance, Fhludi addresses the idea
that women over thirty have a 40% chance
of being infertile. Using sharp investigative techniques she exposes the fact that the
study "proving" this higher infertility rate
was exploded in the media to an unbelievable 68%. Columnists in the New York
Times and the "supposedly neutral New
England Journal of Medicine" promply
exorted women to have their children before their careers and faulted the feminists
fornever telling women about the"biological drawbacks of a successful career."
Indeed, reality and further studies proved
that the infertility rate of women in their

see BACKLASH page 13
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lunch), and it takes place on Saturday from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

B o o k Box-/A

TACKYTOWN!

of events
AND OH, WHAT A FASCINATING
CAMPUS WE HAVE...

One woman show portrays history

of six black leaders.

El

On Thursday, March 5 at 8 p.m. in
Kilworth Chapel, the African American
Drama Company presents Edris Cooper in
"Sister, Can I Speak for You?" This show
dramatizes a depiction of a slave auction, a
joyful ride on Harriet Tubman's "Underground Railroad," a dance of motherhood,
a speech by presidential advisor Mary
McLeod Bethune, Broadway playwright
LarraineHansberry's letter to awhite Texas
child, and a cutting from Maya Angelou's
"All God's Children Got Traveling Shoes."
Go and be culturally aware. Tickets are $2
for students.

Uncle Bonsai makes Connections
with Ranch Romance.
Mel Cooleys, a local band made up of five
multi-talented Pacific Northwest performem in Jacobsen Recital Hall, on Friday,
March 6, at 8 p.m. They have described
their sound this way: "sometimes five-part
harmony, sometimes there's guitar, mandolin and bass, sometimes there's a saxophone or clarinet, maybe there's an
accordian, the truth is, it sounds like a lot of
things." The five members come from disparate bands as Uncle Bonsai, Ranch Romance, The Connections, and Bad Bones.
For names alone, and $7.50, you should go.

Political intrigue and the former
Soviet Union.
Professor Michael Mandelbaum from
Johns Hopkins University will give a talk
entitled "United States, Western Alliance
and the Nations of the Former Soviet Union"
on March 5 at 7:30 pm. It is part of the
World Affairs Council of Tacoma program
(and no jokes are allowed about the name.
Not even in your head.) Tickets are $3 for
students, and it takes place in the Rotunda.

Classical music galore!
The Tacoma Young Artists Orchestra will
spotlight the Central Trio on Saturday,
March 7 in the Rialto Theater at 7:30 pm.
The Central Trio is composed of CWU
faculty members Dr. John Pickett, Carrie
Rehkopf, and John Michel. For more information, call 591-5894.
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. We are, despite the wamingsigns, still
thinking about books. Lastweek's box
simply wasn't enough forusWethtildbe
grading papers, or writingpapers, or even
staring at paper (of which we do plenty),
but we still determinedly think about

boo..

.

.

Apparently some ofyou have been thinking about books too, becauin. we have
received contributions from some of the
general. : public (which translates into
people who are not nearly as demented as
the Trailstaff.)We hopewe can makeyou
think about books too. The ofk: Still
stands: sendus the five books thathave
changedyour.lives. Or at least send us the
titles of your books
(P S Here's a big hint. Professorshaven't you. lived your life reading and
Where an

Apparently, you have to see it to
believe it.
On Sunday, March 8, the Rialto Theater
presents Fred Garbo: The Inflatable Man.
Don'task. All Iknow is that heperforms for
children, and he is inflatable. For more
information, call 591-5894.

A jazz legend in Tacoma!
On Wednesday, March 11 at 7:30 pm,
Sonny Rollins is coming to the Rialto Theater. (And yes, if you sense a trend here, you
are right.) Sonny Rollins is said to be one of
the greatest living tenor saxophonists. He
combines the riches of all corners of jazz,
from the logical mixture of staccato bursts
and fast articulate runs of bebop, through
lush, romantic balladry, into lively melodic
and harmonic dance rhythms. Tickets are
$15. You know the phone number by now.

Little Won by Louisa May Alcott
4. The Second Sex by Simone de
Beauvojr
5 Testament ofYouth by Vera Brittain
...
Mada Kolby

omerset

i The Bible (especially the Psalms and
Esther)
2. TheNarniaChronicles byC.S. Lewis,
(especially The Horse and His
Boy and The Last Battle)
.3 ComingofAge inMississippi by Anne
Moody
4. The Yellow Wallpaper by Charlotte
Perkins Gilman
5 Femmnity by Susan Bmwnmtller
.

.

.

JiiitèrShètard

..

. .

I
logy by J.R.R. Toll
2
d Sex by Simon4
Be 1uY VII
3 . The Wizard ofOz by L. Frank BáÜr
4 .DaveBarry SleptHere by DavelBarr
5 . The Vindication
1omen

of

the Rights

by Mary Wollsionecralt

Cap'n Cyril cks an
okapi in the grill!

It's your last chance!
Tartuffe, UPS' own contribution to the
censorship battle, is playing three last times
this weekend. Tickets are still $4 for students; it's still showing at 8 pm. Go.

Go to Kilworth Chapel and talk
about church.
"The Language of Today's Church" is the
annual Spring Symposium on the church
and the arts. The symposium will discuss
language of music and the proclamation of
the word, languages of congregational
music, languages of the choir and the role of
liturgical leadership and ceremony. There
is a $30 registration fee (which includes

SEATFLE (ALL RIGHT.

So I'VE RUN

OUT OF CREATIVE NAMES FOR IT.)

I can never hear too much flute
music.
TheFarly Music Guild ofSeattle presents
The Magical Flute, which explores the repertoire for classical flute with voice, strings,
and fortepiano in a concert of vocal and
instrumental chamber music by Haydn,
Mozart, and Weber. It takes place on Friday, March 6 and Saturday, March 7, both
days at 8 pm, at the Security Pacific Gallery. For tickets, call 325-7066.
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LIBy Cap'n Cyril
chronic onchocerciasis sufferer
malevolent midge

Hey kids, pass me another quinine tableL
Can I get another fruit fortified vitamin?
Till next week, please pass the mutton and
avoid the transubstantiation of guppies.
Across:

fA

I .,

Are you interested in
extra graduation
tickets?
If so, we will run your
classified ad for free. Call The Trail
office at 756-3278 and tell us what
you would like your ad to say.

I

TICKET EXCHANGE
I need two graduation tickets for the May, 1992
graduation and am willing to pay. Call Debbie at
206-232-4984 (Seattle).

1. alternating current
3. Puritans won't work on this day cuz
they're sinners in the hands of an angry
god.
street Langlow House is on
chief
9.03
10. Mrs. Todd, of Dunnet landing, collects
these
14. Multiple Sclerosis
not quite blistering or searing
rhymes with dirk
Batman's favorite onomatopoeic sound
Good ol' Neils
garden tool
Newton's
25. double
27. ballpoint
homonym of "sew"
black national of Ellison's Invisible
Man

3 1. countenance
small deer of SE Asia
partner to Ma

36. phenylketonuria (abbv.)
37. Norse version of Armageddon
fasten a loop
sick
Celtic priest of Stonehenge
Down:

2. experimental composer: John
Joyce's mammoth 1922day in the lifeof
a Dubliner named Stephen
Dedalus
automated transistorized zoo (abbv.)
rhymes with "hid"
8. a city on the Nile and in Tennessee
17th 1etter of the Greek alphabet
see 20. Across
three
5 and you're out
15. rhymes with "loon"
nosotros
vegetarian anthem of Edutiinment
23. Arabic
V
24.cheapbed
- ;• ,
25. pitfall
p.
.
26.crazy
I
/
snooze
tangle
.
32. Lancelot looked pretty funny standing
ma
35. epoch
38. first
29. toothpaste brand
40. not young

:
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L]By Andy James
Contributing Editor
There is something wholly satisfying
about eating a dinner at Lessie's Southern
Kitchen, an experience that you can'tgetat
any other restaurant in Tacoma. At bad
restaurants you have to confront all the
mundane details of food preparation (you
can't get away from them); at refmed,
expensive restaurants all the trappings and
decorations seem to keep you from the
food and thinking about the ambience. But
at Lessie's you experience all the joys of
real food, the physical experience of eating. In fact, unless one of your parents was
a tremendous cook, you might feel as if
you're eating for the first time.
As the name implies, Lessie serves up
southern-style cooking. That means collared greens, blackeyed peas, tremendous
biscuits in gravy, hotcakes before dinner,
and a range of preserves. And the entrees
that come with the above are also strictly
southern fare: chicken-fried steak in onions and gravy, short ribs, breaded pork
chops, catfish and, of course, fried chicken.
You can also get breakfasts at any time:
omelets, butterfish, hash browns (a real
specialty of Lessie's), biscuits in gravy
once more. If the idea of any of the above
make you at all hungry, then entering
Lessie's may be an entry into an earthly
paradise.
Oddly enough, despite the fact that just
about everything is fried or grilled or deep-

Lorenzo' s
Italian
re S taurante
JBy David Franzen
Staff Writer
Ifyour idea ofgreat Italian cuisine is not
the "Italerini," as one is oft to fmd in the
SUB— in fact, ifyou really do appreciate
good Italian cooking, then plan to reward
yourself for all that earnest, mid-term
scholarship with a trip to Lorenzo's. Located at 8811 Sixth Ave., Lorenzo's offers a wide variety of authentic Italian
dishes, and extensive Italian wine list, a
delightful - though perhaps overdoneatmosphere and prompt, friendly service.
From mouth-watering bread to seafood,
veal, beef, chicken, pasta and pizza,
Lorenzo, who hails from Southern Italy,
prepares everything fresh.
"Everything is our specialty," said his
wife JoAnne Lorenzo.
Every meal at Lorenzo's begins with
delicious hot, buttered rolls. Next comes a
simple, light salad, and the menu includes
a number of appealing appetizers.
Lorenzo's tomato sauces, which you'll
fmd on most pasta and some other dishes,
has a full, substantial flavor, but is not
overpowering and one can discover all its
spices. The spaghetti and tortellini, the
only pasta I sampled, had pleasing texture
and consistency; plus the cheese filling in
my tortellini was delicious.
As far as the pizza is concerned, don't
expect Domino's— Lorenzo prepares authentic Italian style pizzas with a robust,
homemade crusL One of Lorenzo's makes
a nice dinner, or a big lunch for one.
Stepping into Lorenzo's is like stepping
into Italy, or at least into a highly detailed
Italianesque daydream. The walls are red
see LORENZO'S page 10
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fried, the food is always light; you may be
making a sacrifice to your cholesterol level
when you eat there, but it won't taste like it.
And, although you get huge portions, the
meals seem to induce the kind of eating
trance that usually only occurs on Thanksgiving, so that you don't notice how full
you are until you've scraped the last bit of
gravy from the plate.
Although the food is the important part of
Lessie's, theambience suits the eating well.
It's a small restaurantand no mood lighting
keeps all the customers from seeing each
other. Everyone seems happy, especially
because Lessie is there, greeting customers
as if they were old friends. And the nicest
thing about the atmosphere of Lessie's is
not the layout or mood music but the fact
that it seems like, and is, one of the few
places where black and white, rich and
working-class, proletariat and college student can sit together for a cause no loftier
than a damn good meal.
My own vote is that either of the fish
meals—catfish or butterfish—are a step or
two from heaven (again the paradise metaphor). But I have a friend who has eaten
only the chicken-fried steak for three years
straight, and I can see his point. Don't
worry about taking either side when you
order, because you won't go wrong. Just
imagine you've entered after a hard day's
work (maybe you have), you're damn hungry (I hope you are), and you want a completely filling meal (you'll get it).

V

I

Lessie of Lessie's
homemade buscuit
At the Goofy Goos
burgers and seems
purpose, inte
Company (below)

Goofy Goose
LJBy Edgar Lumpyfellow
Nefarious Burgermeister
One only need look out one's very own
back door to find one ofthe fmest eateries
in our own beloved Tackytown. Yes, if I
may be so colloquial, walk right there up
on 6th avenue right across froni the illustrious Piggly Wiggly, oops sony, University market, oops sorry, I mean Shop-rite.
Take a look, open your eyes, and your
palate will follow. (If you want atmosphere, a Tahini milkshake or a bean curd
sandwich, stick to the Antique Sandwich
company.) Given that rather surreal albeit
goofy gaggle of geese adorning the walls
of this little establishment, who could
ignore the fact that the Goofy goose has
an atmosphere all its own.
Step in through the swinging door and
one will not only be greeted by a miniature and beckoning photo of that fair
Scottish lass, Sheena Easton, but also a
vigorously clicking video game of ambiguous purpose, intent, and design. Admittedly, on a Friday night, the place
see GOOFY page 10

Thai 'Garden
J13v Jason Saffir
I et'ian t
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and friendly, the food is tasty and the
prices are low. (The lunch menu prices are
all $3.50, a great deal for us students.)
This is one of my favorite restaurants in
all of Tacoma. When I was a first year
StU(ICflt, it was the first place I went to
where the food was actually flavorful. It
has been a hang out ever since.
They make a wonderful dish called Pad
Thai, which is shrimp and noodles in a
flavorful peanut sauce. Swimming Rama
is a great chicken and vegetable stir-fry.

S

They also oRera variety of rIic, curry and
chili dishes. One of my thy rite dishes is a
si ur that I can't spell. It is ir
clii...kn. CO.i)flUt iiiilk. lii
( itlir Spies •-- umiuv. Thai
derfully sweet, crealily and cold, and it goes
with everything. Oh, I almost forgot the
homemade coconut ice cream. All of my
adjectives are inadequate to describe this
frozen treaL Some of these things are only
on the dinner menu, which is even more
extensive than the lunch selection. It ineludes appetizers, salads and soups.
If you're a vegetarian, don't sweat it. I go
there a lot with my best friends in the whole
world Julie and Ross, and they have no
troubleordering dishes with vegetables only
orbeancake instead. Another great thing is

that if you are in a hurry you c
and it will be waiting for you
om Tacoma Community
. we do. Ofcourse you have
to have a menu, or memorize what you
Oh god this is complicated. Just cal bLI2950, you're smart, you'li figure it ou
The inside of the Thai Garden is co; yand
warm. There isjustcnough space to cornfortable, but not so much that the rest urant
feeLs vast or impersonal. I like the picu resof
the royal family of Thailand on the walls.
'[here are even some plants.The ccilin in the
bathroom is very low which I like bee use it
makes inc lee! tall. I always feel welc )me.
But enough of all of this, let's talk .ttX)Ut
how to get there. You could get a ride w th me

So
casy.
schoc

5

Safe

can't
food
reaso
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out to unch
Jewel of India
(By Eileen Ryan

Em

Staff Writer

This place is no dump. Yes, it's in Fife.
Yes, it's behind a hotel complex. Yes, if
the interior was at all indicative of the

I'

Pytpnnr I npuar ,,,nnld ll0,.

thing and therefore don't give a cow's
colon as to how traditional or authentic
Jewel of India's food is. The food is flat
out, roll your eyeballs, slap the table, groan
orgasmically, hope your friend doesn't
really want to try whatever is on your
plate, good.
Our party ordered a variety of dishes

mnhlrad
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Southern Kitchen displays one of her heavenly
(above): add gravy and you're halfway to nirvana.
(left), a non-nefarious burgermeister happilyflips
tatalldistractedbythe video game of ambiguous
sign. The comfy, rustic Antique Sandwhich
ffers a truly homey atmosphere for all its patrons.

there dressedin longjohns andasweatshirt. We had been planning to go to
the Spaghetti Factory which is pretty
neat too, in that they have this big train
car in the middle of the restaurant and
the older and more arthritic you look,
the better the chances of the hosi/ess
making you climb up into it. But it was
a Sunday afternoon and the Factory
was crowded so we found Jewel of
India and went in even though I was
dressed for the Spaghetti Factory. All
this information is important because
itis necessary to understand that if you
aren't wearing an outfit that requires
loafers or better, they will sit you
behind a trellis/screen type thing and
serve you very quickly, but politely.
This is the first Indian restaurant that!
have been to, so I have no basis with
which to compare Jewel of India to other
restaurants of its kind. However, my first
bite of an Indian dish gave the sensation
that my brain was slipping into a diabetic
coma while someone rubbed warm butter on my eyelids. I consider this a good

which were all excellent although some
were a little strange tasting and I can't
remember, much less spell, any of their
names—but hey, live a little. Jewel of
India's menu tells you what is in each dish,
so there are no surprises in terms of content. Among the dishes present on our
table was a mixed grill of fish, chicken,

and lamb (very tender, that lamb), a mixed
vegetable dish, a yogurt sauce, lovely
rice, and some pwed spinach and tofu (or
was it cottage cheese?) stuff that did not
turn my dial up to nine. I managed to keep
for myself, by not groaning over it
orgasmically, a fantastic serving of
chicken in a sweet coconut milk and curry
sauce.
Having had so much success with
the main course, we moved on to
dessert. This was a bad idea. Whatever I ordered appeared at the table
looking like two fried testes swimming in butter on a plate. They
tasted like two large doughnut holes
that had been soaked in sugar water.
My friend received an opaque breast
implant that tasted like nasturtiums.
They weren't BAD, mind you, just
too flipping weird and didn't seem
to be in conjunction with the main
course in terms of taste and presentation.
On a scale of 1-10,1 give Jewel of
India a solid 8. The service is good,
though slightly obsequious, and the
atmosphere is pleasant. The management is willing to cook an Indian dish
that is not on the menu with prior arrangement. However, Jewel of India is pricey
fok a person with the income of a college
student. Entrees run from $6.95 to around
$20.00 and portions they serve don't exactly correspond with the price you pay
for them.

Antique Sandwich Company
EIBy Shauna M. James
Arts and Entertainment Editor

-
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, there a lot, but that is impractical.
time, when people write restaurant
y just give the address. (1202 S.
...........
n going to tell you how to get to the Thai
n the way normal people speak. It's really
..

",..

Where to find:
'Antique Sandwhich Co., 5102 N.

.

:1 . You go down Alder, away from
r1 and towards the mall.
i• Turn left on 12th street.
Turn left again one block after the
ay.
Park.
It's on the left side ofthc street, you
miss it.
i • : J ever have the chance, please go. The
Is great and you will be well fed for a really
i ihI nric('

'The Bavarian, 1105 Division
'Goofy Goose, 3702 6th Ave.
'Jewel of India, 3518 Pacific Hwy.
East
'Lessie 's, 1 71 6 6th Ave.
•Lorenzo 's, 2811 6th Ave.
'Thai Gardens, 1201 S. 11th

If you want to relax over a full pot of
herbal tea (and a cheap pot at that) and talk
to people aboutphilosophy and folk music
and the meaning of life, then the Antique
Sandwich Company is the only place for
you. It's probably the only restaurant in
Tacoma where you can sign up for yoga
classes while eating quiche.
Yes, you can buy lattes here. But unlike
the latte experience in Seattle, where you
are surrounded by gleaming metal and
yuppie women talking about their aerobics classes, the Antique Sandwich Cornpany is decidedly downscale. Service is
Zen Buddhist in nature. The food is simple
and cheap. Do not expect pasta primavera
here. Instead there are thick sandwiches, a
bit of soup, some quiche, assorted baked
goods, and beverages. But no one goes to
the Antique Sandwich Company for the
food.
Atmosphere is the key word. The place
is, let's face it, a bit scruffy around the
edges. But the chairs are fairly comfortable, multicultural artworks abound, and
the people who work there don't much
carehow long you sitand talk. IsNietszche
suddenly and alarmingly making sense?
Talk it out with your philosophy major
friends for hours. Do you want some warm
bran muffms and hotconversation? This is
the place. And do you have a burning need
to figure out the decidedly Dickensian
touch to this features spread? Go to the
Antique.
Beware. The Antique Sandwich Company does close rather early most evenings. Don'tplan any three in the morning
runs for vegetarian sandwiches and hot
chocolate. But on Tuesday evenings they
do have a folk music extravaganza called
Victory Music open mike night. Yes, it
does have all the joy and undulating
rhythms that the name implies. And there

are rather too many hammered dulcimer
players singing old songs of the sea. But if
you're lucky, you might arrive on the night
that every other acoustic guitarist plays
Like aRolling Stonein homage toBob Dylan.
And if you are very good, you might arrive
on the officialPuffthe MagicDragon night.
If you like to eat bean curd with everything, are excited by the prospect ofa pot of
lemon zinger tea for only a buck, and care
to stare out dusty windows longingly towards Point Defiance Park, then meander
down to the Antique Sandwich Company.

The Bavarian
By Matthias Dezes
Staff Writer
I 'ye never done this before: being abroad
and then going out for a German-style dinner. But this time I had areason; Iwas given
a question to answer: "Can a native eater
recommend the Bavarian, a place that wetends to make meals he is used to at home?"
To come to the most importantpoint first:
I definetely can. The Bavarian offers a big
choice ofhearty, traditional German meals
like Rouladen (slices ofbcef, mlled up and
stuffed with bacon, mustard,iOnions or
whatever you can imagine), six variations
of Schnitzel, even several north-Germanstyle cooked fish and prawn dishes, and
severalkindsofsoup. Gourmets might criticize that the menu is too big; but I think that
if you are running a little embassy of Ger man gastronomy, you should broaden your
offerings.
I finally ended up choosing "Kasseler
Rippchen mit Sauerkraut". If the Amencans used to call us "the Krauts," I wanted
to find out what kind of "kraut" they are
usedto. By the way: "Rippchen"are smoked
and salted porks ribs. Kassel is a city in
Germany, 200 miles north east from Frankfurt-on-Main. I never found out why the
Sec BAVARIAN page 10
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The Trail goes out to lunch, continued...
LORENZO 'S from page 8

GOOFY from page 8

brick—well, actually they are imitation
brick paneling, but you cannot really tell
unless you look closely. Brass and colored
glass light fixtures, stained glass decorations, plastic grapevine-covered latices
overhead and archetypical Italian music
playing in the background all contribute to
the completely Italian atmosphere inside
Lorenzo's. Amidst these esthetic touches
that miy seem a little much if you concentrate on them long enough, are pieces that
add indisputable authenticity; such as pickling jars filled with carefully arranged vegetables.
Open for both lunch and dinner, Lorenzo's
is not cheap, but it is worth it. Dinner prices
range from $7.95 to $16.95. Compared to
comparably priced restaurants in Tacoma
(a few waterfront seafood and steak places
come to mind) Lorenzo's offers a cozier
atmosphere and unique, lovingly prepared
cuisine. While a dinner could really set a
student back, try lunch at Lorenzo's. At
lunch time two people can enjoy generous
portions of Lorenzo's authentic Italian cuisine - including free bread and salad and cappachino for under $20.
For parties of eight or more, Lorenzo's
will make reservations, and has a rooftop
banquet room.

stands populated not only by cheery purveyors of burgers and other teriyaki delights but most of North Tacoma's rather
grubby and insipid local denizens.
Whenever I go to the Goofy Goose I am
usually accompaniedby fiveor twelve other
partners in crime. We all dress the same,
talk the same, and experience the same
kidney functions. In addition, we all typically order the same delectable fare: a Big
Wally special for $3.50. This means, not
only will you get the best grinds this side of
Union (i.e. a mammoth burger, hundreds of
spiky fries, and a regular soft-drink chockfull ofgranulated icebits), but, you will still
probably have a whole 500 left over to feed
to the aforementioned video machine of
ambiguous purpose, intent, and design. Or,
if you choose to invoke the wrath of that
brazen strumpet, Fortuna, and spurn the
video game, you can still use your sullen
two bits for a highly specialized stress test
that is accurate to within ± 2%.
Perhaps it is worth noting that the Goofy
Goose is listed in Chef Brockett's bold
1983 travelogue, curiously entitled, M
101 Favorite Places for Reading Irish Protest Literature. And if you find yourself
saying, "Hoopsia boy, hoopsala. Thrice
lgnuts and wombfruit"_you are probably
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The Goofy Goose:jusra hop, skip andajumpfrom campus (and much tastier than the SUB).

not only meandering through Dublin but
actually living the life of a playboy of the
western world.
Once, while in Goofy Goose, I saw a
mysterious Easterner with an alabaster brow
and aquiline features walk in wearing a
huge, bell-like robe. He leaned over the
shoulder of a small waif attempting to eat
some crinkle-cut fries and began to hassle
him. I can tell you that the air of love and

01

justice the very place invokes made me
react in outrage to this needless hassling. I
overturned a table in my fury and pitched
an entire liter bottle of ammonia into his
features, aghast in amazement. The waltz
music stopped immediately and the entire
Goofy Goose staff ran out from the kitchen
shouting"Where does the money go! Where
does the money go!"

I PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

BAVARIAN from page 9
ribs are called after this city; maybe the
recipe had been invented down there, but
you can find "Kasseler" everywhere in
Germany. (The Bavarians have a different
name for it, but that's another story.)
The taste left nothing to be desired. It was
authentic, the meat really well cooked, the
Sauerkraut not too sour, and not too soft
either (which can happen pretty easily, as I
know from bad experiences at home). A
real sensation was the potato salad: it was
spicy, done with lots of onions and bacon
and a shot of vinegar—just as my grandma
makes it.
The portions in me bavarian are fairly
large, so you shouldbe really hungry if you
want to order a whole meal (hey, we don't
stuff ourselves that much!). The prices are
mid-range---my meal was $ 1 3.90—but itis
a good value for what you get.
You feel comfortable in the Bavarian.
The place reminds one not too much of
these wild "Bierkeller" that exist in Ger many; it is more like a solid, middle-class,
homey place that is highly appreciated in
Germany as a family restaurant. Young
people would probably smile a bit at it
because of its conventionality.
Obviously the owner did not exaggerate
with bringing too much so-called German
style into the place. The waitresses are
wearing folksy dresses which can be seen a
lot in Bavarian restaurants. The furniture,
with heavy oak furniture and neat white
tablecloths looks authentic, but fortunately
there is no folk music as background decoration.
Unlike the critic of the Tacoma News
Tribune, who visited the Bavarian a few
days before and was not quite overwhelmed
by the service, I was quite contented. The
waitress was attentive, left me and my
friends time enough to choose from the vast
menu, and did not hesitate to bring us another beer.
Well, the beverages are the only thing that
are less exciting. The choice of beer was
okay, but I wasn't quite happy with the
wine list. Only three different kinds, and
Germany was represented just by that terrible sweet stuff called "Liebfraumilch."
But this is a failing that can easily be corrected by adding a couple of grapes on the
list. If the better wines from Germany are
too hard to get, the Washington Riesling
made by Kiona would go exellent with
many meals.
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WHY YOU SHOULD START PLANNING FOR
RETIREMENT WITH YOUR EYES CLOSED.
F

can add up quickly.
What else makes SRAs
so special? A broad range
. . 'I allocation choices, from
the safety ofTIAA to the
'
investment accounts of
, .
CREF's variable annuity;
:
' sales chaigts; variety ofways to receive
income, including annuities, payments over a
fixed period, or cash.You may also be able to
borrow against your SRA accumulation
before you retire'
AU this, plus the top investment management that has helped make TLAA-CREF the
largest retirement system in the country.
So start dreaming and planning for the time
ofyour life. Because the sooner you start your
.
SRA, the greater your savings
and your retirement will De.

or retirement to be the time ofyour life, you
have to dream a little—about the things
you've always wanted to do: travel, explore,
start a business. Just imagine. .
With a dream and a plan, you can make it
happen. Your pension and Social Security
should provide agood
basic retirement income,
l)Ut what about all those
extras that makeyour
dreams possible? You'll
!i
probably need some
..
.
!
additional savings.
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THE DREAM IS YOUR OWN.
WE CAN HELP YOU WITH THE PLAN.
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TIAA-CREF Supplemental Retirement
. .
. .
.
Annuities (SRAs), tax-deferred annuities for
.
.
.
people hke you in education and research, are
.
a good way to save for retirement and save
on taxes now. SRAs are easy —you make con- ------------- .:
tributions through your institution before your
taxes are calculated, so you i' less t ax now.
START PLANNING FOR THE
You pay no tax on
I nis OF YOUR LIFE, TODAY.
your SR.A contributions
For your free TIAA-CREF Supplemental
I Retirement
Annuity Kit, send this coupo: to
.iP
and earnings untilyou
TIAA-CREF, Dept. QC, 730 Third Avenu,,
a. ,
receive them as income. ".
NewYork,NYIOOI7.Orcalll800842-2733.t.xi.HUI(i.
1
I
A
I
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saving reguiariy
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:
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Ensuring the future
for those who shipe it
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CREF annuities are distributed by TIAACREF Individual & lnst,tu,,onal S ervices . Inc.
'Depending uponyour institutions plan and the s,a,eyou live in.
For more complete inForma,ion, including charges and expenses, call 1800 842-2733, Ext 5609 1orapros pec,us . Read the prospec, ascare Fully belorey oalnve st orSen d money.
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UPS stretches for victories
[JBy Lisa Munson
Staff Writer
The Logger baseball season started off
on a winning note, with Puget Sound splitting a double header against Western Baptist on Friday and healing Lewis and Clark
College on Saturday, recording a 2-1 record.
Scott Smith was the winning pitcher on
Saturday, in what might be one of the closest games the Loggers play this year. With
two outs in the bottom of the ninth, Justin
Maloof came up to bat and dinged one just
over the left fielders head to drive in fresh-

ruciung was me Key etemenr to ruger
Sound's two victories this past weekend.

man Jon Huber from second and win the
game 9-8.
After being tied four apiece at the top of
the sixth, the Loggers found themselves
down by three in the bottom of the eighth.
Fortunately they came back with three of
their own runs, with J.C. Harper starting
Puget Sound off with a walk. With runners
now on first and second, because of a balk
by the opposing pitcher, Doug Anderson
stepped up to the plate and lined one to left,
sending both base-runners home. After an
error by the catcher and wild pitching from
Lewis and Clark, the pitcher walked in the
tieing run, bringing the score to eight a
piece.
"Everyone played well for it being this
early in the season and not being able to get
out on the dirt much," Smith said. There
were no let downs from the pitching staff,"
TheLoggers new head coach, Russ Anderson, took a look at the entire eight man
pitching staff over the weekend, which
included the debut of three freshmen. There
were also two freshmen starting out on the
field, center-fielder Matt Guyette and firstbaseman Jon Huber.
"We were really impressed the first game
(against Western Baptist). When you have
so many new faces it's hard to tell how
you're going to do," commented Tim Leering, a starting outfielder in the Logger lineup.
D.J. Ostrander, the starting third-baseman,
had three hits against Western Baptist in the
14-4 win and two hits, including the first
Logger home-run of the season in the second game.
With the infield commanded almost entirely by seniors, the Loggers have experience on their side and hopefully will make
this season an exciting one for Logger fans.
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Loggers Charles Miller can'lfind the handle on this rebound against SU.

Loggers bend over backwards
for wins, come up short
By Gary Brooks
Staff Writer
For the I .ogger men's basketball team,
this season was the best of times and the
worst of times. Unfortunately, Puget
Sound's season ended this past week in
the worst of times, as the Loggers lost
their last two district games of the season.
Losses to Seattle University Thursday,
76-72, and to St.. Martins College on Saturday, 97-9() en(lcd the year in unexpected fashion as Puge.t Sound finished
with a disappointing 13- 16 record.
'I'hursday'sfourpointdefeatatthchand.s
of the Chidlains from Seattle U. typified
the Loggers frustrating second halfof the
season. Piigct Sound continued to battle
evenly with their healthier opponents, but
in the final minute did not have what it
took to hold onto its slim lead.
The Loggers started a step behind the
Chieft.ains and nevercould pile upularge
inc
12
game. With Seattle U. leading 27Lnd
minutes into the ftrst half, Puget
ig
went on a defensive rampage, fi
•i1.11

eftains were held scorch
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Then come try a mouth watering
SUB SHOP sandwich and enjoy
great savings with these coupons.
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SIGN UP TODAY
PUSH/Excel Academic Olympics
Oratorical Contest
Tuesday, March 10 - 12:15-2:00 (Elementary Schools)

SUPERSUB MADNESSI ' DRINK
I

5 MEATS
2CHEESES
FEEDS 15-20

$4.25
i FOOTLONGONLY

L___1__

I
w/PURCHASEOF I
I
I
ANY FULL SUB
I ATREGULAR PRICE I
One coupon
I
j

Wednesday, March 11 - 12:15-2:00 (Middle Schools)
Thursday, March 12 - 12:15-2:00 (Secondary Schools)

- -- - - -perorer

One coupon

Judges are needed for this compeon; nine for
Tuesday, nine for Wednesday and twelve for
Thursday. You don't need to have experience.
Forms will be provided.

DSub Shop
N. 26th

SU BJII()1'

Pearl St.

Two locations to
better serve you!

Union
Ave.

N. 21st
UPS
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locker room with a 36-36 tie.
After the break, the Loggers came out
sluggish as Seaule U. rauicdofftcn straight
points to take a 46-36 advantage. Puget
Sound scored the next five. Alierwards,
the game developed into a long distance
shootout, as each team continually nailed
three point bombs. In one stretch. the
Lggers buried live three-point baskets,
each cooling from a different player. The
l.oggcrs took a 62-59 lead on 20 footers
from Jon Mitchell and Chris Lynch.
Charles Miller's dunk kept the Loggers
ahead 66-64, but the Chieftains quickly
reeled off seven straightpoints to take the
lead for good at 71-66. From there, it was
a free throw battle with the Loggers ending up on the short end ofthe score, 76-72
Puget Sound attempted to come hack
from its defeat in a Saturday contest with
St. Martins, but could not do what was
necessary to win the game. SL Martins
snoweu weir reuieiiuous auiieiiu aIltILy
and explosive scoring, stymieing Logger
comebacks as the Saints wenton the clunkfilled 97-90 victory.
Sadly, for the six seniors on thi,
Logger squad finished on a losing
season that started so promising
very disappointing as Logger I)ltY
tinually fell to injuries, ruining tI a Loggers opportunity to win the distric
pionship.

-

If you are at all interested in today's youth, join us
as they express their opinions about their concerns.

2719 N. Pearl, Tacoma, WA 98407
Open Sun-Thu 11 -8, Fri-Sat 11-9

Phone 752-0141
and Downtown at 921 Pacific Avenue
Open 7:30-3:30 M-F - Phone 572-7821

Call CIAC @ x3767 and sign up today.
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Loggers swimmers
spring into Nationals

—Loggerline-Fri. March 6

Baseball at Western Baptist College

Away 6:00

Sat. March 7

Men's Tennis vs. Eastern Wash. U.

HOME 8:30

Baseball at Lewis-Clark College

Away 1:00 p

Track & Field at Univ. of Wash. Open

Away

Men's LaCrosse at Lewis-Clark College

Away 1:00 p

March 5, 1992

lBy Bruno Zalubil

Sun. March 8 Men's LaCrosse at Washington State

Away 12:00 p.m.

Wed. March 11 Baseball vs Pacific Lutheran U.

HOME 2:00 p.m.

Tennis
The Logger men and women's tennis
teams have been continued their dominance in the Puget Sound tennis pavilion,
winning on Saturday against the Vikings
of Western Washington in district action.
The men's squad won 8-1 with the lone.
loss coming at #4 singles.
Adam Childers, who plays in that slot,
lost 6-1,6-1 to the Vikings Moskowitz. It
was the only blemish on Childers record

Sportsmanship?

Athletes
better watch
their backs
LJBy Eric D. Williams
Sports Editor
We all, at some point of our, short, extemporaneous lives, have heard that old adage,
"It's not wether you win or lose, it's how
you play the game," in one form or another.
For myself, it was something my grandfather would echo while he was taking all his
best friends' money, dealing with a marked
deck.
A recent experience brought this old sayng of my grandfather's back to my attenJon. I was at my eight-year-old sister's teeall game. It was a close contest., going
own to the Imal ouL The umpire had to
make a close call at the plate, and as he
ualled the runner "OUT!" a modern-day
lynch mob hurled obscenities at the sixteen-year-old kid, who made 10 bucks for
umping the game. Of course, the members
of the lynch mob were the kid's parents,
(sadly my mother included) screaming at
the top of their lungs at how biased the
umpire had been throughout the entire seven
inning game.
And these are the examples we are supposed .to look up to?
If I had been the umpire, I would have
given that unruly crowd the finger and told
them where to shove the phallic symbol and
the eight bats lined-up behind the backstop.
But the skinny umpire was quiet, and silently left the ball park among the hissings
of the crowd. He had probably dealt with
the same situation before and knew the
parents were crazy. Better to let them cool
off.
However, these are the mixed signals we

this year as he had his string of six consecutive wins snapped. Coach Bowen's
squad also defeated Linfield College on
Monday. Overall, the men's team is 6-1
for the year.
The women's contingent upped their
season mark to 5-1 overall and 2-1 in
District 1 witha7-2victory over Western
Washington. Kristen Crabiree remains
unbeaten at 7-0 while the Loggers #1
player, Lisa Wong upped her overall
recordto 10-2(5-1insingles,5-1 doubles).

Contributing Editor
Both the men and the women Logger
swim team swept through McMinnville,
Oregon, each gaining the title of NAJA
Bi-District Swimming and Diving Chainpions, on their way into the National
Meet in Canton, Ohio next week.
Ronda Blair led the women with three
individual victories as the Loggers cleaned
house with 790 points. The nearest team,
Central Washington, was only able to
score 489.5 points.
Blair broke meetrecords in winning the
200 Breast stroke (2:26.56) and the 100
Individual Medley (2:09.84). She also
took first place in the 100 Breast with a
1:08.41.
Kristen Watson took first in the 50 free
by touching the wall at :24.9 1.
The Logger women also broke records
in three relays en route to qualifying all of
their relay teams. The records came in the

200 Freestyle Relay (7:27.74), the 400
Medley Relay (4:02.42) and 400 Free
Relay (3:36.80).
The men scored big with 623 points,
besting runner-up Simon Fraser
University's 586.
Rich Butler led the charge with victories in the 100 Breast (:59. 15) and in the
200 Breast (2:06.38).
Senior Ian Lee took first in the 200 TM
(1:56.57), Greg Kabacy won the 100
Butterfly (:52.31) and Ace Blair finished
with the fastest time in the 1650 Free
(16:30.34).
All five of the men's Puget Sound relay
teams qualified for the national meet.
The men will also send six swimmers
to the national meet on March 11-14.
Three of them will compete in three
events and the others qualified to participate in one.

send our children; we tell them to be the
best at all cost, yetbe fair about it. It's like
giving your child a package of M&M's and
telling them to eat the candy one piece at a
time, knowing good and well that the child
is going to cram the whole, damn chocolate
glob in his mouth.
Can we honestly expect our kids to play
the game fairly when they see their parents
stepping onpeople's toes and stabbing their
friends in the back, climbing that ladder of
success?
Hell no! They are going to do the same
damn things, and act in the same irrational
manner. This is why I like the idea of
National Sportsmanship Day, on March
third, in its second year. It brings the idea of
fairness in sports to kids attention, and
hopefully it gets parents to think about it as
well.
Maybe we can push the emphasis back to
fun in sports instead of the driving competitiveness tobe number one. Nothing's wrong
with striving to be number one, just leave
the knives locked away in the kitchen
drawer.

-- 1
.

Men's Loggers swim team captured first place at Linfield College over the weekend.

KAIIA KAIPA GANINIA
C®NGRATULATIS
TH1IR SPRING PLIIGIS

Holly Bosch
Heather Brendon
Chittre Bunchendrenon
Valerie Campbell
Monique Carroll
Carrie Carson
Valerie Chan
Becktj Garze
Tisha Giesbrecht

Gretchen Grey
Cynthia Groshang
Andrea Hardy
Allison Hatfield
Angie Johnson
Terri Helpenstell
Angie Johnson
Sue Koh

Chandre Moni
Robyn Ohasi
Shannon Pusti
Heather Smitt
Heather Tucci
Margaret Wea
Michelle Whil
Victoria Willi
Pam Wood
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National Sportsmanship Day
fBy Mark Corcoran

Athlete. of ti
Swimming duo fi

Staff Writer

CJBy Karyle Kramer

What is the most important factor in the
sports world, the one thing that drives and
motivates us to perform with intensity while
upholding fairness? Is it winning at all
costs? Is it being a "good sport"? A little of
both?
Yes, a little of both and a little extra
something added in. The result is sportsmanship, the attitude that the Institute for
International Sport helps to promote
throughout the country.
In only its second year of recognition,
National SportsmanshipDay was celebrated
on Tuesday, March third by over 3,000
elementary schools, middle schools, high
schools, colleges and universities nationwide. This day was set-up to reinforce the
importance of ethics, fairplay and sportsmanship in all athletic programs and to help
institutions administeractivities that would
achieve this effect. The hope of the Institute is that administrators, coaches, athletes, parents and fans will all have the
opportunity to address these topics.
Possible activities range from essay, poster
and banner contests to role playing scenw-los and coaches' forums, all in an effort
to heighten the awareness of athletic participants. To help them in this endeavor, the
Institute has selected 17 Sports Ethics Fellows who have researched particular topics
relating to the subject of contemporary
sportsmanship. The Fellows will not only
represent NSD but will also be called upon
to talk about sportsmanship to other institutions.
Starting at the University of Rhode Island
in 1986, the Institute for International Sport
has done a lot of work to promote athletics.
While promoting events abroad, it occurred
to the Board of Directors that sportsmanship was not only lacking in foreign countries, but also here in the United States.
During 1989-90, the Board planned a Seminar on the Current State of Ethics and
Sportsmanship, the first step towards a national program. Because of the interest
shown in the seminar, the Institute began
planning the first National Sportsmanship
Day for 1991. In the first year, more than
1,600 schools from across the nation participated with speakers, activities and special events, all promoting the values associated with sportsmanship.
So what does this mean to the University
of Puget Sound? With more and more
faculty, staff and students participating in
some form of athletics, is it important to be
aware of qualities such as honesty, fairness,
integrity and humility? Should these values

Staff Writer

Ronda Blair doesn't settle for second.
This was obvious after her performance
in last weekend's District I & II Swim
Meet in McMinnvile, Oegbn atLinfield
College. The senior staidout won all of
the eight events she entered, two of those
with record meet times, and received individual high point honors. Her outstanding feats earned her Athlete of the Week
recogmtion aiong wimanotner swrmmer,
: Rich Butler. • . ...:.:.:.:: •
. Blair led her teammatesto a convincing
•. District team title with three individual.
wins.and as a member of five first place
relay teams. She broke meet records in
the 200 individual medley with a time of
2:09.84 and in the 200 breast stroke, with
a winning time of 2:26.56.
Puget Sound finished with 790 team
points, followed by Central with .489.5.
March 11-14 thewomen'stearwjllbe
in Canton, Ohio at the National Champi.
onships. With eight first place wins at
Districts, Blair is obviously excitedfor
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be carried over into academic life?
The answer to these questions is solely up
to each athlete, but it is the Institute's intention that everyone involved in athletics will
take the time, whether on National Sportsmanship Day or not, to reflect on how he or
she behaves. The programs they support
should allow the students of all involved
institutions to understand what is right and
wrong, both on the field and in everyday
life.
BACKLASH from page 6
early thirties was 13.6%, only 3% higher
that women in their early twenties and,
Faludi points out, the actual number of
infertile women in this country has decreased from 11.2% to 8.5% since 1965.

year.
For Nauona

want to equal or better my times . . . I'm
also shooting to beat the guy who beat me
twice last year. Team-wise, we were in
the top four and I know we want to
improve on that, hopefully top two or so.
I think we have more depth this year and
we shoW4 be stronger at Nationals."
Comiur from Wilson Hiuh School in
Tacoma,Sutler'scoathwasChrisMyhre
now in his second year as the women'
coach. He supports Mybre's honor a
District I Coach of the Year.
'It'sgood,hedeservesitalot. Hecamc
in toasuccessfulpmgram andhe'spmvec
he can handle this level of competition.'
Now the same can be said for BUtIsi
.Onlya sophomore, he's proved he belongs in Canton Ohio
4

.
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The dismantling of reports like these continues. In the end of the first section the
reader has witnessed Faludi verbally slapping the media for not researching seemingly explosive topics, all of which, amazingly enough, have focussed on the dangers
of working motherhood.
Faludi's book continues with an examination ofHollywood movies, many of which
have supported the idea thata happy women
is a wife and mother. She also goes behind
the scenes in many of the most popular
movies of the eighties and exposes their
roots. Fatal Attraction began with a much
more sympathetic reading ofGlenn Close's
character. Kim Basinger was slapped and
made fun ofon the set of9 112 weeks to "get

her in the mood for her part." The list of
abuses andaltered stories goes on and on, as
does the list of movies upholding the high
ideals of motherhood over career. Faludi
also addresses political and legal changes
that have tried to establish women as mothers first and foremost. And she systematically tears down the arguments madeby the
supporters of these legal decisions.
Faludi's book will stun you. At times the
claims she makes areso outrageous they are
almostunbelievable in light ofthe information we have heard in the last ten years
about women. Unfortunately, she proves
with cold hard facts that her claims about
the efforts in America to return women to
the home are solid and frighteningly real.

Classifieds
Small company needs records researcher to
gather information on foreclosures. $6.50.
Part-time. Call (206) 277-5868.

FOR SALE 6+ bedroom, 3 bath, 2 entirely upon the discipline, intensity, and homework will be assigned each week.
kitchens - home 5 blocks from U.P.S. - focus of each session. Two hours of Call 627-8969.
$129,000 - call JoAnne Barnett - 5372726 - Windermere Real Estate.

FRIENDLY & FUNNY?. . . Be a balloon
entertainer! Flexible, part-time work in
the Tacoma area on weekends & early
evenings. Start at $10 an hour! No
experience necessary, will train. Must
have car. Call Rich at (206) 527-6173.

Must sell: IBM compatible personal
computer. Complete with hard drive,
printer, software. Best offer. Call 7563443 for more information.

National marketing firm seeks part-time
individual to post promotional material on
campus. Call Karen. 1-800-592-2121 ext.
130.
RIVER GUIDE TRAINING: ORION
seeks enthusiastic individuals who don't
mind getting their feet wet and like being
in control. Whitewater classes begin
March 21. Phone 322-9130 or 1-800-5537466.

ATTENTION ALL JAPANESE
EXCHANGE STUDENTS: Tell your
friends that a second year UPS Law
student with no knowledge of Japanese
will pay a Japanese student $20 an hour
for two or three hours a week to tutor the
law student in Japanese either late Friday
evenings or late Saturday afternoons.
Experience teaching language preferred.
The tutor must prepare a plan of study for
each session. Job security will depend
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Ex-Senator speaks out
Dear Editor:
I am quite miffed at what I perceive to be
the degeneration of the Campus newspaper.
As a religious reader of the Trail, I am
concemedatthetabloidization of your headlines, your lack of focus and, more importantly, your lack of imagination. Let me
point out a few salient
features of your last issue.
The article on the Student Life meeting was
jumbled and incoherent,
and bore little resemblance to the actual proceedings to which I was
privy. I like the headlines
and quote from Dodson
though. It was controversial,contextual, and fabu-

bus!

The second and third pages represent to
me a gross misuse of the world's diminishing resources of newsprint. Why on earth
do you digress to have second hand world
news and insipid analyses on the U.S. presidential election? If I wish to inform myself
of world events, you can be certain I shall

Jun nammer ferry Drown. IUS iaeas
about transportation and the environment
will lead this country into a more ecologically sound status. He also doesn't accept
large swns of money."

Pere stro i*ka for Saudi Arabia?
by Matthias Dezes
Staff Writer

The decrees issued by King Fahd recently
are undoubtedly an enormous shift for Saudi
Arabia and its ruling family. For the first
time in the country's history, the king talks
about sharing his unlimited powerwith other
institutions.
But down-to-earth, the progress appears
only modest the 60 Saudi citizens, who will
sit in the new Consultative Council, will not
be voted for in a free election. The King will
choose them personally. Further, the consultants will only have the right to initiate
laws and to review proposals pushed forward by the King. They won't have any
means to control the government, which
still will be entirely appointed by the King,
and they won't have the right to influence
political key decisions.
S imilarly half-hearted appears King Fahd's
concept of federalism: The governors of
Saudi Arabia's 14 republics get a mere
autonomy in setting priorities in spending
and development. But like the Council, the
Governors do not receive their legitimation
from free elections either: They only anSincerely,
Ravi Mantha
P.S. Ifyou people need an ex-senator who
is quite controversial, who knows what's
going on at UPS, and who is not afraid to say
what he thinks, do give me a call.
P.P.S. I like the blue coloring on the cover
page, by the way.

rI;r*j
refer to the New York Times, not to some
one else's "reporting" on what was written in it last week. The analysis of the
presidential election was poor at best, and
dreadful on the average.
Laboring through the nadir of useful
campus information reporting, I came
upon what must be the lowest of the low,
on the third page. The headline blared,
"Library acquires
new .J11,IaII III4ga zine." Did I see that
right or is the font
making me myopic?
Who gives a
@#$%&* darn if
the library acquires
their fifteen hundred
and first periodical?
Is this garbage
news what my student government fee
is funding? One would have expected
something, say, on the shorter hours that
the library remains open.
When I lust after The Trail each Thursday, I expect to find sizzling editorials,
controversial letters, hot stories and professional reporting. The last issue had
little of that.

Linda Martinez

"It wouldn't be
Tsongas or Bush. Other than that can't
tell you. I haven't decided."
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Tartuffe (p)review
disappointing
Dear Editoc
I have never written a letter ofcomplaint to
The Trail before but since the subject involved directly pertains to me, I figure I
might as well.
The review that The Trail ran of Tart uffe
was horrendous. I was appalled that it got
past an editor for several reasons.
First of all, a review is supposed to be just
that: areview. Jolinda could have mentioned
the acting, the directing, the set design, the
sound, orjust have given thegeneral "feel" of
the performance. She didn't review any of
theseaspects. From herarticle, thereatlerhas
no idea whether Tartuffe was even a comedy
or not. She did, however, outline theplot and
"side plots" (shouldn't the word be subplot?) to confusingdetail. Anyone who reads
the review doesn't know who Marianne is,
why Damis is rebelling, or who Elinire is and
why Tartuffe is seducing her. That informadon does not inspire a desire to see the show,
or even avoid it, as most reviews do.
Secondly, Ms. Fontaine conveyed incorrect information that makes me doubt she

Alison Creer "1 wouldn't even vote right
now. I haven' t been very satisfied with what
I have seen. I wouldn' t votefor Bush."

swer to the King.
As modest as these changes are at first
glance, they may hit nerve and could have
a high impact on the region's further political development: On the one hand, the new
constitution will influence the political
scene in the neighboring countries. The
other sheikhdoms in the Gulf region will
not be able to shut themselves off from the
development to more democracy, even if
this happens only step-by-step.
On the other hand, King Fahd's decision
to open his regime more, will wake new,
justified, claims. Wealthy families will call
in their share of power. The foreign workem, who often have to live under inhumane
circumstances, will call in the benefits they
have been denied until now, and the religious minorities will ask for tolerance and
protection.
If King Fahd does not keep up with the
development that he just has encouraged,
his power will quickly erode. Even if his
proposals appear more progressive then
expected, his announcement of a new constitution can only be a first step. It will not
stop the emerging opposition, it will rather
reinforce it.
saw the performance in the first place. If
she saw a performance that has a curtain
of 7:30, I sure would have liked to have
been there—I would have gotten done
with the show a halfhour early that night.
However, since every performance that
I'vebeen in has had a curtain of 8:00P.M.,
I've just accepted my late nights.
The third thing, and this is just a tiny
one, but could you let Jolinda know that
Tartuffe is a play and not afilm?
Finally, although i think the printing of
the personnel list was unnecessary and it
looked like an obvious attempt to take up
space, if it was going to be printed, the
entire list would have been printed. How
come some technical positions were listed
(like stage manager and props) and other
didn't (like lighting director or sound coordinator)?
I was surprised and disappointed in the
poor quality of the review. Especially
since three rather prominent Trail staff
members held importantroles in the show.
In the past, The Trail has printed wellwritten and insightful reviews of theatre
atUPS. I hope this one was the exception
and not the rube to follow.
Sincerely,
Sara Wysocki
The Trail decided at a certainpoint this
semester that we would stay away from
writing reviews of campus events and
simply write previews or informative aTtides. Thus what Ms. Wysocki read was
not a review, as we should have spec/wd.
Asfor the time listing andmistaken genre,
Ms. Fontaine offers her apologies.—Ed.

Andy S. Aweida "I would have to vote
for George Bush due to thefact thatl could
not see myselfvotingfor any ofthe Democrats until they can stop fighting among
themselves and concentrate on our countries problems."
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Black or white, your skin does not decide your mind
IBy Maria Kolby

Be you conservative or liberal, the one experience that is universal for people of color in
America is that racism has touched your life somewhere. It is just that some people choose
I have been informed, by both blacks and whites, that I do not act like a black person. A
differing solutions to the problem than others.
Caucasian friend ofmine freshman year used to tell me "Let's face it, Maria, youjust aren't
Thus, the conservative assertion that the NAACP is out of touch with "the black
like most black people." She would say this whenever we discussed race. And justrecently
community" is a joke. So is the idea that black people are all liberals. Both of these
I was informed that a black man on this campus felt I should not have written my article
perceptions assume that if one idea has the support of some black people, that must be the
about race last semester because I "wasn't a real black person." So I was wondering if
side the black community, and therefore all black people, are on.
someone could please step forward and tell me what a black person is.
Rubbish! Black people split over Clarence Thomas, just like everyone else in this country.
I hadalways figured thatblackmeantracial background, notbehavior. But I am beginning
And while some believed it was better to have a black person on the Supreme Court,
to believe that the compulsion to label people as black or white actually stretches beyond
regardless of many of his views (because one must never harm the furtherance of a brother)
skin color. The cliches have been pounded into people so thoroughly, that if you
others, like myself, thought many of his views were lousy, and would have rather had a
demonstratebehavior outside yourpresumed stereotype or inside the lines of anotherrace's
liberal than another conservative on the court, regardless of his or her color.
stereotype, many people will try to stick you in that race, regardless of your color. Bell
Does this mean I have become blinded by the white man, so content to have him speak for
hooks, a noted intellectual at Yale, says in her essay The Chitlin Circuit: On Black
me I would prefer him to a brother? Does this mean that if you support Thomas you have
Com,numly that she finds "students ... quick to label a black person who grows up in a
been blinded by the white man to deny the benefits affirmative action have given your
predominantly white setting and attended similar schools as 'not black enough." She says
people? Of course not. What this debate, and others like it, says is that black people have
she hears students talk about certain black people as being "not black
different ideas and opinions. We address racial questions from the
identified."
confines of our upbringing, which may not be entirely based around
I, like she, am fed up with the perception that black people have one
race. Black people do not have one mind and one voice that speaks
experience, one way they should look at the world, one cultural
the universal black thought, anymore than the "white community"
background and one way of acting. The idea is reprehensible in both
I that b
has one spokesperson that can target "white thought" on all issues.
black and white people because it is unavoidably false. But it is
This is not to say that we have all become equal parts of society.
especially distasteful because it is ignorant, and it buys into the idea
It is just that some may choose to fight racism inside the system,
that all black people are the same. The black experience is not living
calmly coming into a place of power and then using that power to
in the ghetto and seeing drug dealers on your street. It might be, but
alter the structure. Others may chbosc to stand outside the structure
)k at the wor
it is not necessary that one be urban and poor to be an Africanand point at signs of archaic and decaying institutions. Some may
American or to have had an "African-American experience." Neido both.
ther is a black person who lives in a predominantly white town and
one way of acting.
But eventually it comes to this. Black people can disagree. That
attends a white school going to become a white person by virtue of
the Clarence Thomas hearings had black people on both sides does
Opinions Editor
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happens to you is a black experience, and it is just as real as the
stereotypical one. The idea that Do the Right Thing or Boyz in the Hood illustrates how
all black people live and think is simply wrong.
For centuries African-Americans have been stereotyped. The men have been seen as
angry and violent, cowed and weak, sneaky and lazy (sometimes all atthe same time). The
women are either "the Sassy Mama in the Kitchen or the Sassy Sister on the Corner." And
unfortunately, many black people believe that while we are not stereotypes, we must
display no differences or quarrels among us. White people should see only our solidarity
and not our dysfunction. And so, while being strong together, we as a people have begun
to splinter. Not because we are not unified in a fight against oppression, but because some
of us have bought into the idea that unified fights for freedom and equality mean no
dissenting opinions and no signs of complicit assimilation, lest the bonding ofbrother and
sister be broken. They have secretly agreed that to be black one must have a certain
viewpoint, conform to a certain ideals agree with certain principles. In short, they have
agreed that a black person, in order to be black, must fit a certain mold.
But if indeed African-Americans are displaying differing opinions, it is not necessarily
a sign that some have been consumed by mainstream society, or that some have forgotten
the racism in this country. Black people who do not believe the "typical black" ideas or
notions are not fake people of color, nor are they necessarily obsessed with being white.
After all, if you are a black man walking down certain sidewalks in this country, people will
still cross the street when they see you coming, whether you have been "assimilated" or not.
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we knew all along. Black people are not all alike. They do not live
and feed from the same brain. Each of them is an individual.
So you see, as white people we must not dismiss the opinions black friends might have
because they are somehow outside "the black community." (I consider myself white
because my mother is a white woman.) The points they make are valid because they are
human beings in America, whether they were raised on L.A. streets or in suburban
neighborhoods. And as black people we must not assume a person denies their heritage or
refuses to fight against racism because the path they choose involves close ties to the white
power structure. (I consider myself black because my father was a black man.) After all,
it may be that they are simply more comfortable there. We always say that the reason black
people often sit together at a table is because they are with the people they feel comfortable
with. Well, sometimes those comfort zones cross over racial barriers.
We, meaning black and white humans, must learn to accept difference in ourselves and in
the people around us. We must not deny a person their race (or the possibility of mixed
heritage) because they act different from "the norm" of that race, just as we must not assign
aperson to a race because they act like people in thatrace supposedly act. We must, instead,
accept that there is no norm, that there are only people wandering about the country with
divergent ideas and varying degrees of passion about said ideas, and that these people are
all different colors. And we must realize that a person's ideas, beliefs and behavior patterns
will not always coincide with the color of the person's skin.
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An Evening with Jazz Legend

LOUIS B SON
\j1 TUT-I1

UPS Jazz Ensemble
Louis Beilson, whom music writer Leonard Feather calls "one of jazz history's most phenomenal
drummers," will perform with the UPS Jazz Ensemble directed by Hal Sherman in what promises to
be a concert that you won't forget. "Not only is Louis Bellson the world's greatest drummer... he is the
world's greatest musician!" - Duke Ellington. "There's so much hyperbole you can use but he's just
one of the top drummers in the world" - Johnny Carson. The University Jazz Ensemble is a proven
crowd pleaser in its own right, and their co-billing will be a great night of jazz.
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